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Topics of Numerical MHDTopics of Numerical MHD

•• Basic Equations: MHD Primer and Outlook Basic Equations: MHD Primer and Outlook 
to Relativistic MHDto Relativistic MHD

•• Intermezzo II: Characteristic Waves and Intermezzo II: Characteristic Waves and 
Turbulence, characteristic speedsTurbulence, characteristic speeds

•• Div(B)Div(B)--ProblemProblem

•• Numerical SchemesNumerical Schemes

•• Application I: Disk simulationsApplication I: Disk simulations

•• Application II: Jet simulationsApplication II: Jet simulations



MHD PrimerMHD Primer

•• MagnetohydrodynamicsMagnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations (MHD) equations 

describe flows of conducting fluids (ionized describe flows of conducting fluids (ionized 

gases, liquid metals, plasma) in presence of gases, liquid metals, plasma) in presence of 

magnetic fields.magnetic fields.

•• LorentzLorentz forces act on charged particles and forces act on charged particles and 

change their momentum and energy. In return, change their momentum and energy. In return, 

particles alter strength and topology of magnetic particles alter strength and topology of magnetic 

fields.fields.

•• Range of validity of MHD equations, especially Range of validity of MHD equations, especially 

of ideal MHD is narrow. Therefore, of ideal MHD is narrow. Therefore, very few very few 

physical systems are truly ideal MHDphysical systems are truly ideal MHD !!



•• MHD equations are typically derived under MHD equations are typically derived under 

following following assumptionsassumptions::

–– Fluid approximation (often, singleFluid approximation (often, single--fluid fluid 

approximation);approximation);

–– Charge neutrality: Charge neutrality: ρρee ~ 0 ;~ 0 ;

–– Simple transport coefficients;Simple transport coefficients;

–– No relativistic effects;No relativistic effects;

–– In In ideal MHDideal MHD: infinite conductivity (zero : infinite conductivity (zero 

resistivityresistivity), zero viscosity and zero thermal ), zero viscosity and zero thermal 

diffusivity.diffusivity.



Ideal MHD Equations (1 component)Ideal MHD Equations (1 component)
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ρρρρ: mass 
density

p: pressure
V: velocity
B: magnetic

field 
j: current

density
H: enthalpy
ρρρρH = e + p
E: total

energy



Prominent MHD SolversProminent MHD Solvers

•• ZEUS3D (Stone & Norman 1992)ZEUS3D (Stone & Norman 1992)

•• NIRVANA2 (AMR, not parallel, U. Ziegler 1997)NIRVANA2 (AMR, not parallel, U. Ziegler 1997)

•• NIRVANA_CP (vectorized, cooling, parallel, LSW) NIRVANA_CP (vectorized, cooling, parallel, LSW) 

•• NIRVANA3 (Cartesian, not parallel, U. Ziegler 04)NIRVANA3 (Cartesian, not parallel, U. Ziegler 04)

•• FLASHFLASH (parallel, AMR, not spherical, in progress)(parallel, AMR, not spherical, in progress)

•• VAC (parallel, AMR; Rony Keppens)VAC (parallel, AMR; Rony Keppens)

•• PLUTO (Chicago solar physics group, Torino)PLUTO (Chicago solar physics group, Torino)

•• BATSRUS (AMR, parallel, Cartesian, developped BATSRUS (AMR, parallel, Cartesian, developped 
by Ken Powell for by Ken Powell for „„space weatherspace weather““))

•• All these codes will be All these codes will be „„benchmarkedbenchmarked““ by JETSET.by JETSET.



Advective Form of MHD EquationsAdvective Form of MHD Equations
(ZEUS3D, NIRVANA)(ZEUS3D, NIRVANA)

+
e: internal
energy density

�artificial
viscosity 



Basic Equations inBasic Equations in
Conservative Form (FLASH, VAC,Conservative Form (FLASH, VAC,……))

Poynting flux only appears in energy equation, 

but not in momentum equations.



Conservative MHD (New Approach)Conservative MHD (New Approach)

•• Conservation equations forConservation equations for

•• (i) mass density (i) mass density ρρ
•• (ii) momentum density (ii) momentum density ρρVV
•• (iii) total energy density e = (iii) total energy density e = ρρ EE

•• (iv) magnetic field B, or magnetic flux(iv) magnetic field B, or magnetic flux

•• (v) total pressure p(v) total pressure ptottot = p + B= p + B²²/8/8ππ,               ,               
�� gas pressuregas pressure



Ideal MHD EquationsIdeal MHD Equations

Major PropertiesMajor Properties::

•• MHD equations form a hyperbolic system MHD equations form a hyperbolic system ��
Seven families of waves Seven families of waves 

•• �� entropy (contact), entropy (contact), AlfvAlfvéénn and and fast and slow fast and slow 
magnetoacousticmagnetoacoustic waves.waves.

•• Suitable for Suitable for GodunovGodunov methodsmethods

8D
State
Vector
U

Flux
Vector F

ρρρρ



On Conservative SchemesOn Conservative Schemes

•• We define a state vector We define a state vector UU in 8D for MHDin 8D for MHD
•• Time evolution given in flux conservation form Time evolution given in flux conservation form 
�� change of change of UU in a volume given by fluxes in a volume given by fluxes 
through the surfaces ( + volume source terms, through the surfaces ( + volume source terms, 
in general).in general).

•• with initial conditions with initial conditions UU(0,(0,xx) = ) = UU00((xx))
•• and boundary conditions and boundary conditions UU(t,(t,xxbcbc) = ) = UUbcbc(t).(t).
•• �� Modern solvers based on such schemes.Modern solvers based on such schemes.



Intermezzo I:Intermezzo I:
Relativistic MHD is SimilarRelativistic MHD is Similar
to Conservative Newtonian MHDto Conservative Newtonian MHD

•• Primitive Variables:                                        Primitive Variables:                                        
VV = ( = ( ρρ, V, Vxx, V, Vyy, V, Vzz, p, B, p, Bxx, B, Byy, B, Bzz ))

•• In conserved quantities D, SIn conserved quantities D, Sxx, S, Syy, S, Szz,, τ τ this this 
is written similar to nonis written similar to non--relativistic relativistic 
equationsequations



State Vector Conservative FormState Vector Conservative Form

State vector depends non-linearly on the
primitive variables ! b is the magnetic field
in the plasma frame, B in the lab-frame.



FluxesFluxes



MHD Equations in FLASHMHD Equations in FLASH

•• AdvectiveAdvective terms are terms are discretizeddiscretized using slopeusing slope--limited limited 
TVD scheme (E.F. Toro: Riemann Solvers TVD scheme (E.F. Toro: Riemann Solvers ……).).

•• Diffusive terms are Diffusive terms are discretizeddiscretized using central finite using central finite 
differences.differences.



FLASH MHD FLASH MHD ConfigConfig--FileFile

State Vector



FLASH MHD ModulesFLASH MHD Modules

mhd_datamhd_data

evolve

hydro

mhd_3d

init_hydro

mhd_init

tstep_hydro

mhd_tstep

mhd_divbmhd_sweep

diffuse project
mhd_interpolate

dBase

eos

materials

gravity

mhd_sources

mhd_fluxes

mhd_add_viscous_fluxes

mhd_add_thermal_fluxes

mhd_add_resistive_fluxes

mhd_add_hall_fluxes



MHDMHD
FlowFlow
DiagramDiagram
(Operator(Operator--
Split Split 
Method)Method)



Int II: MHD Characteristic Speeds

We assume stationaryideal homogeneousconditions as the intial state of the 
single-fluid plasma, with vanishing average electric and velocity fields, overal 
pressure equilibriumand no magnetic stresses. These assumptions yield:

These fields are decomposed 
as sums of their background 
initial values and space- and 
time-dependent fluctuations
as follows: 



Linear Perturbation Theory

Because the MHD equations are nonlinear (advection term and 
pressure/stress tensor), the fluctuations must be small.
���� Arrive at a uniform set of linear equations, giving the 
dispersion relation for the eigenmodes of the plasma.
���� Then all variables can be expressed by one, say the 
magnetic field.

Usually, in space plasma the background magnetic field is 
sufficiently strong (e.g., a planetary dipole field), so that 
one can assume the fluctuation obeys:

In the uniform plasma with straight field lines, the field 
provides the only symmetry axiswhich may be chosen 
as z-axis of the coordinate system such that:   B0=B0ê.



Linearized MHD equations I

Linarization of the MHD equations leads to three equations 
for the three fluctuations, δn, δv, and δB: 

Using the adabatic pressure 
law, and the derived sound 
speed, cs

2= p0/min0, leads to an 
equation for δp and gives:



Linearized MHD equations II
Inserting the continuity and pressure equations, and using the Alfvén 
velocity, vA=B0/(µµµµ0nmi)1/2, two coupled vector equations result:

Time differentiation of the first and insertion of the second equation yields a 
second-order wave equationwhich can be solved by Fourier transformation.



Dispersion Relation

The ansatz of travelling plane waves,

with arbitrary constant amplitude, δv0, leads to the system,

To obtain a nontrivial solution the determinant must vanish, which means 

Here the magnetosonic speedis given by cms
2 = cs

2 + vA
2.  The wave vector 

component perpendicular to the field is oriented along the x-axis,  k= kêz+ k⊥êx.



Alfvén Waves

Inspection of the determinant shows that the fluctuation in the 
y-direction decouples from the other two components and has 
the linear dispersion

This transverse wavetravels parallel to the field. It is called 
shear Alfvén wave. It has no density fluctuation and a constant 
group velocity, vgr,A = vA, which is always oriented along the 
background field, along which the wave energy is transported.

The transverse velocity and magnetic field components are
(anti)-correlatedaccording to: δvy/vA = ± δBy/B0, for
parallel (anti-parallel) wave propagation. The wave electric 
field points in the x-direction: δEx =  δBy/vA



Magnetosonic Waves

The remaing four matrix elements couple the fluctuation 
components, δv and δv⊥. The corresponding determinant reads:

This bi-quadratic equationhas the roots:

which are the phase velocities of the compressive fast and 
slow magnetosonic waves. They depend on the propagation 
angle θ, with k⊥

2/k2 = sin2θ. For θ = 900 we have: ω = kcms, 
and θ = 00:



Phase-Velocity Polar Diagram of MHD Waves

Weak
fields

Strong
fields



Phase Velocity vs Propagation Angle



Magnetohydrodynamic Waves

• Magnetosonic waves

compressible

- parallel slow and fast

- perpendicular fast

cms = (cs
2+vA

2)1/2

• Alfvén wave

incompressible

parallel and oblique

vA = B/(4πρ)1/2



Alfvén waves in the solar wind

Neubauer et al., 1977 δδδδv = ±±±± δδδδvA
Helios



Jet Jet –– Anatomy Anatomy -- ShocksShocks

(Fast magneto)sonic 
shock

Fast 
magnetosonic 
shock



Ad Div(B) ProblemAd Div(B) Problem

•• 4 methods have been introduced to handle the 4 methods have been introduced to handle the 
div(div(BB) = 0 problem:) = 0 problem:

•• (i) Projection (Brackbill & Barnes 1980)(i) Projection (Brackbill & Barnes 1980)

•• (ii) Constrained flux transport (CFT)  (Evans & (ii) Constrained flux transport (CFT)  (Evans & 
Hawley 1992)                                                 Hawley 1992)                                                 
�� staggered mesh (ZEUS, NIRVANA codes)               staggered mesh (ZEUS, NIRVANA codes)               
�� Dai & Woodward (1998),                          Dai & Woodward (1998),                          
Ruy et al. (1998),                                    Ruy et al. (1998),                                    
Balsara & Spicer (2000)Balsara & Spicer (2000)



•• (iii) 8(iii) 8--wave formulation by Powell (1994, wave formulation by Powell (1994, 
1996)                                                           1996)                                                           
�� this requires the addition of some this requires the addition of some 
source term for div(source term for div(BB) and a propagation ) and a propagation 
equation.                                                     equation.                                                     
�� only conservative schemes can handle only conservative schemes can handle 
jump conditions correctly !jump conditions correctly !

•• (iv) Write (iv) Write BB in terms of vector potential in terms of vector potential AA,,

BB = rot = rot A A �������� complicated equationscomplicated equations



Different Coordinate SystemsDifferent Coordinate Systems





State Vector





Crucial TestCrucial Test
Cloud Shock Cloud Shock 
InteractionInteraction









Tests considered by FlashTests considered by Flash
Orszag-Tang

Shock-Cloud 
Interaction

Self-Gravitating 
Plasma

Jet Launching

Surface Gravity Wave Rising bubble

Magnetic RT

Magnetic reconnection



Application I: Disk SimulationsApplication I: Disk Simulations
�� Magnetorotational InstabilityMagnetorotational Instability

•• Weakly magnetized disks are unstableWeakly magnetized disks are unstable

•• Weak field limit of MHD: Weak field limit of MHD: ββββββββ ~ 100 ~ 100 –– 10001000

•• BalbusBalbus--Hawley instability (Balbus & Hawley instability (Balbus & 
Hawley 1991; 1998; 2003)Hawley 1991; 1998; 2003)

•• Initially, only 2D shear box simulationsInitially, only 2D shear box simulations

•• Since 2000, global simulations, with initial Since 2000, global simulations, with initial 
condition given by some torus distributioncondition given by some torus distribution

•• Challenge: Exact angular momentum Challenge: Exact angular momentum 
conservation !conservation !







NEC SX-8 HLRS
9 GFlops Peak
8 CPUs per Node
Vector  CPU
72 Nodes
64 GB per Node



Astrophysical ContextAstrophysical Context

•• What drives the turbulence in disks ?What drives the turbulence in disks ?

•• General consensus : Accretion disks ARE turbulent, General consensus : Accretion disks ARE turbulent, 
but because of the pervasive magnetic fields, not but because of the pervasive magnetic fields, not 
hydrodynamicshydrodynamics

•• The central idea is that weak magnetic fields cause The central idea is that weak magnetic fields cause 
a linear instability which leads directly to disk a linear instability which leads directly to disk 
turbulenceturbulence

•• MagnetorotationalMagnetorotational Instability (MRI) likely to be the Instability (MRI) likely to be the 
source of this turbulence and orbital angular source of this turbulence and orbital angular 
momentum transportmomentum transport



Accretion QuestionsAccretion Questions

•• What disk instabilities are present?What disk instabilities are present?
•• What disk structures arise naturally?What disk structures arise naturally?
•• What are the properties of disk What are the properties of disk 

turbulence?turbulence?
•• Is there a dynamo?Is there a dynamo?
•• How are winds and/or jets produced?How are winds and/or jets produced?
•• Origin of Origin of QPOsQPOsand Fe Ka lineand Fe Ka line
•• What are the properties of the inner disk?What are the properties of the inner disk?
•• How does black hole spin affect How does black hole spin affect 

accretion?accretion?
•• How does accretion affect the black hole?How does accretion affect the black hole?



BalbusBalbus--HawleyHawley’’s Solution s Solution 

•• The tension acts to reduce the angular momentum of mThe tension acts to reduce the angular momentum of m11 and and 
increase that of mincrease that of m22. This further increases the tension and the . This further increases the tension and the 
process process ““runs awayruns away””..

z

R

Bo
B

m1

m2

•• Two fluid elements, in the same orbit, are joined by a field linTwo fluid elements, in the same orbit, are joined by a field line e 
(B(Boo).  The tension in the line is negligible.).  The tension in the line is negligible.

•• If they are perturbed, the line is stretched and develops tensioIf they are perturbed, the line is stretched and develops tension.n.



• Fluid elements coupled by a weak spring

with spring constant =

when weak magnetic field is applied 

MRI (MRI (BalbusBalbus and Hawley, 1991)and Hawley, 1991)

• Keplerian radial profile : 

• Spring exerts a tension force on both

elements, transferring angular momentum

from the inner element to the outer

• Instability arises as element separation increases, causing tension to increase,

causing further element separation, etc. (runaway process)









“High Resolution 3D Hydrodynamic Simulations of Accretion Disks in Close Binaries” -- M.P.Owen

Radiative disks are geometrically thin



Initial State „Final State“

Meridional Plane
through a BH
Colour: Density

Torus
+ weak
magnetic fields

Turbulent
Thick Disk
���� Keplerian

Gammie et al. 2004

Outflows
Funnel

Non-Radiative disk are
geometrically thick 



Log ρρρρ

No cooling Cyclotron
cooling

S. Brinkmann, LSW Heidelberg 2005



S. Brinkmann, LSW Heidelberg 2005



S. Brinkmann, LSW Heidelberg 2005
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TurbulenceTurbulence



Krolik 2005

OutflowsOutflows

inin

MicroMicro--

QuasarsQuasars

��������

RelativisticRelativistic

EffectsEffects



Effect
of Radiation
�Collapse

of disk



Beyond Plain MHDBeyond Plain MHD
Plasma effects
� Resistive MHD:
� Reduced 2D Hall (Grasso et al, 1999)
� Electron inertia and compressibility
� 3D Hall MHD and two-fluid MHD
� Radiative MHD
� Relativistic MHD
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